Take a seat.
Take a seat.

It can be a relief to take a seat in a world that’s always on the move, getting ahead, and taking everything “to go,” from lattes to laptops.

Sitting not only lets our legs slow down, it gives our brains a chance to catch up—to ponder, delve deep, process, and prepare for all the learning and working that’s ahead. And when the seat we’ve taken allows for plenty of movement and variation, comfort and inspiration tend to come along for the ride.
Taking a seat is also the best way to connect with others—something we’re fans of at izzy+. Just seeing a collection of chairs pulled up around a table evokes a sense of possibility. That’s because when people sit down together they end up sharing together, whether they’re sharing stories, ideas, or pizza. And whatever we’re doing, we’re Better Together.

So go ahead—take a seat. We happen to have lots of great ones to choose from, for every type of space you’re planning and every type of person who will be filling those seats.
Learn away, in a street seat.

Education and stacking seating that makes getting smarter a breeze.

Learning is one of those things that can't be contained by walls or textbooks. In fact, the best type of learning is a lot like street smarts: you learn by doing—in the real world, where the rubber meets the road.

And with the right chair, “live and learn” isn’t even a painful process. Just put on your thinking helmet, rev up that mind, and ask lots of good questions, all without making your body unhappy along the way.
Sometimes more traditional classrooms are called for, but there’s no need for “traditional” to be synonymous with “heavy and uncomfortable.”

Tablet arm seating is still a smart option for many learning settings. We have versions that roll, nest, stack, and are comfy enough for the long haul.
Learning doesn’t happen only in classrooms. Lounges and other third spaces encourage some of the best moments for collaboration, conversation, and connection.
Give yourself a break, in a feet seat.

Lounge and lobby seating that helps you relocate your center.

When a big day (or even just a medium task) is behind you, it’s healthy to step away from your desk to recalibrate.

Grab your favorite book or tunes, find a friend or go solo, but whatever you do, be sure to put up your feet. Oh, and ignore the voices in your mind that call what you’re doing “lazy”—your body needs a change of scene as much as your mind does. Our selection of welcoming chairs and sofas, decked out in an array of tempting izzy+ Flavors textiles, are the perfect reminder that a bit of R&R does a person good.

No space needs to be wasted space. Add a bench or a couple of lounge chairs, and even a hallway or unused corner becomes a people-loving third space.
Fuel up, in a treat seat.

Stools and bar-height seating that raises your expectations about comfort.

You know the feeling: Your energy is fading, your mind begins wandering, and you can’t think straight about even the most straightforward task. It’s time to fuel up.

We all know the mind doesn’t run on ideas alone. Creativity likes snacks, collaboration is driven by sweets, and caffeine gives every task a helpful boost. And don’t forget the power of lunch! Our selection of stool height seating is comfortable, colorful, and perfectly positioned for eating, drinking, and being merry.
Fuel up, in a treat seat.

Stool-height seating isn’t just for cafes. Our sit-to-stand seating solutions are ideal for keeping people on their toes in learning and working spaces.
Our side and guest seating comes in all shapes, sizes, and heights, which makes it some of the most practical, versatile seating we offer.

Be Better Together, in a meet seat.

Side and guest seating that connects people and expands their ideas.

Whether your team has seeds of ideas to nurture or big plans to hammer out, you’ll do it Better Together.

Nothing helps you connect with others and welcome them into the conversation quite like chairs. Sometimes it’s just two of you, collaborating at your desk. Other times, the project requires a whole collection of great minds meeting around a table. Either way, why fly solo when you can tackle it together?

Our range of side and guest seating includes something for every space, aesthetic, and budget.
Having plenty of chairs that are easy to move means you’ll never have to limit the number of people who might gather together—or the great ideas they’ll generate.
Get to work, in a neat seat.

Task seating to see you through the toughest projects and longest to-do lists.

When the to-do list is growing exponentially and your mind is racing to keep up, the last thing you want to worry about is comfort.

Sketch out those big ideas, clear your inbox, prepare for the big presentation, and craft a communication you can be proud of—all without missing a beat. Our task chairs are comfortable, adaptable, intuitive, and sure to make you feel (and look) good as you get the job done.
Executive and conference seating that helps you focus on important matters.

Sometimes, the work ahead always seems more challenging than whatever you just crossed off your list, and you never know what will be around the next corner.

One moment you’re balancing opinions in a team meeting, then the next moment you’re balancing the bottom line. Whatever the task, you have to be quick on your feet (or, more likely, on your seat). The right chair for the job is a lot like a good leader: intuitive, trustworthy, approachable, and full of charisma (and we have a whole lineup of such prospects for you to consider).

Lead the way, in a suite seat.

Meet

Arc Swivel Tilt by Harter
HÅG H09 Excellence
Anthro UB by Harter
Hannah Swivel Tilt by izzy
Meet by Harter
HÅG H05
HÅG Capisco
Step by Harter
HÅG H04 Communication
Take izzy+ flavors.

Colors and materials are powerful forces in spaces. They set the tone (relaxing?), evoke moods (playful?), and inspire the people who get comfortable in our chairs.

That’s why we took the creation of our new colors and materials program, izzy+ flavors, so seriously. Our 15 thermoplastic seating colors—eight bold, chromatic hues and a “very izzy+” approach to seven classics—are at the heart of the Flavors program.

We then worked with our textile partners to create a palette of textures, colors, and patterns that range from fresh, Evolving looks to Classic and Core offerings, all ready to be combined and layered in exciting ways. Mixed with seven possible frame finishes, izzy+ Flavors offers endless opportunities to let seating shine.

Take a quick seat.

A variety of our great seating products in our most popular colors and finishes can be shipped within five days of your order. We’ve been expanding our Quick Ship program, which now includes 19 of our favorite task seating, stacking chairs, stools, and even a lounge option. And make sure you check out our super-quick task chair Andy—he ships in 48 hours!
Take a look at our other favorite izzy+ products!
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